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The next Mayor of Long Beach needs to provide visionary economic leadership for our
collapse. But thanks to hard work, a willingness to make tough choices, and the creativity of
our diverse and invigorated residents, we have made incredible progress in the last few years.
reform. In addition, we have increased our reserves and have begun to pay down our
unfunded liabilities. We are turning the corner to better economic times. Still, we all know
Long Beach has even greater potential. Our shared goal of fostering a city where economic
opportunity is available for all is still incomplete.
I am determined to make this city a fantastic place to live for all. I’ve always believed Long

What We’ve Accomplished
Pension Reform & Balancing the Budget.
public employee pensions were spiraling out of control. In the worst economic downturn
Councilmembers to make city government leaner, more frugal, and more effective. I also

reformed government to make it more lean and effective.

Economic Development that Works
As Vice Mayor and a City Councilmember, I have been a champion for jobs and economic
growth. I have supported and led efforts on numerous large public and private projects
including the Gerald Desmond Bridge replacement, the Port Middle Harbor expansion,
the Downtown Courthouse, the new Molina Healthcare development on Pine Avenue, new
unique retail and restaurants, and the development of hundreds of units of homes, lofts, and
neglected. I also initiated HireLB.com, a city job search engine for local workers that has
connected hundreds of residents with potential employers in the past three years.
Good Jobs & Good Wages
I have been an advocate for local hiring ordinances and living wages. I authored or
agreements at the port and the airport. These agreements ensured that local workers are
hired on large construction jobs and that our projects are completed on time. I have also
supported living wages for local workers at our hotels, airport and convention center. We
must rebuild the Long Beach middle class and look for opportunities to lift families out of
poverty.

My Plan Moving Forward:
1) Fiscal & Economic Stability
As we move forward with a stronger local and national economy, we need to refocus our efforts
down our unfunded liabilities. Our growth should be thoughtful and deliberate. Budgets
also prioritize our spending. Public safety must remain our top funding priority, followed
by city services that have a direct effect on neighborhoods, including parks, libraries, and
infrastructure projects.
I plan to adopt budgets that are both sustainable and fair to public employees. We must also
We must also seek new sources of federal and state revenue that will allow for a broader
range of city services without placing an unfair tax burden on the poor and working class of
Long Beach. I have worked hard over the past years to correct a decade of previous reckless

and perhaps have entered a new time where we can actually think about expanding the
capabilities and services of our City. Now that we have the opportunity to provide more for
our residents, let’s make sure we are responsible and pragmatic.
2) Port Growth & Development
jobs in Long Beach alone. For the city to succeed, the port must continue to lead in trade,
smart growth and environmental policy. For California to succeed, we must ensure that we are
leading efforts to support the local infrastructure of rail, bridges and roads that move our cargo
across the country.
As our national economy rebounds, it is essential our port remain the competitive global force
it is today. We must remain aggressive as we recruit new port partners and attract the best
companies to our harbor complex. We need to grow in new markets beyond China and begin
to make a serious effort in South America. The growing economies of Latin America provide
a unique opportunity for growth. If we get serious about expanding our import portfolio, we
could see incredibly positive results.
As we grow, we must never go backward on the environmental progress we have made. Port

The city and the port should refocus its efforts on a cooperative model and renew our
commitment to the collaborative process that has guided our port to success. As mayor I will
middle harbor, oversee construction of the new Gerald Desmond Bridge, embrace new
investments related to emissions reductions, and ensure that our port can withstand unstable
international markets, reductions in national infrastructure spending and climate change.
These are serious issues that will require thoughtful and collaborative leadership.
3) The Silicon Valley of the South
Long Beach can become the Silicon Valley of the South with the right leadership and an
aggressive approach to business recruitment. We have a Downtown by the water, transit
into Downtown Los Angeles, and great schools and weather. We need a strong plan to
recruit high tech companies and venture capital into Long Beach.
We have made incredible strides in transforming Long Beach into a tech city. We were
recognized for being a “Top Ten Digital City” and launched successful smart phone apps.

We should look toward an aggressive open data policy and put as much city information
software to help us solve our civic challenges. We must also create innovation zones and
establish tech incubators across the city. We should foster and support local tech companies

4) A Blue & Green Economy
sustainable buildings, solar projects, and opportunities along the coast for aquatic recreation
and tourism.
restore our ecosystem and bring waves back to Long Beach. Restoring our shoreline would be
transformational for the city and the coast. Home values would increase, new businesses would
open across Downtown and thousands of new visitors and tourists would visit Long Beach
federal study and to ensure that homes and port assets are protected.
encourage green tech zones and support efforts on expanding solar initiatives. All new
improvements.
5) Fostering A Creative Economy
Arts and entertainment are not just one of the economic backbones of our city; they are the
mark of a great cultural center. We need to continue supporting our arts community by making
festival, music and events permitting easier and more affordable, and ensuring full funding of
our Arts Council. California State University, Long Beach graduates more artists than any other
school west of the Mississippi, yet we do precious little to persuade them to stay and live and
studio space. And we need to increase support for our entertainment districts, which not only
improve our quality of life and attract new visitors, but also contribute immensely to our tax
base. Tourism has long been a vital part of our economy. Promoting Long Beach as an artistic
cultural destination would support our artistic community and our city budget.

encourage our state government to look at how we keep these projects in California. I already
began this process by authoring a proposal, which passed Council earlier this year, to have
stimulate more production in our city.

6) Good Jobs & Wages For All
Long Beach has taken a leadership role in increasing wages for workers at our local hotels,
our airport concessions and restaurants, and at the convention center. Long Beach now has
modest increases to low wage workers is good for the economy and helps lifts thousands out
of poverty.
Measure N, which I supported, was good for workers, and good for Long Beach. The measure
required sick leave. The increase to the wage has had little to no effect on room rates or hotel

Moving forward, we should look toward opportunities to support increases to the state
minimum wage. These increases would assist thousands of low wage workers in our retail
centers, fast food restaurants, and other businesses. Allowing workers to earn a fair wage
and encouraging employers to pay them is important for a stable local economy. It also
lifts the burden of providing social services these workers previously needed access to.
7) College or Career for Everyone
Preschool not only prepares our young people for a lifetime of success, but allows
parents to work, knowing their children are being taken care of in a positive environment.
Our educational institutions are one of our greatest assets and we have not been realizing the
full potential of our schools and colleges. The recent creation of a joint LBUSD/City working
group is only the beginning of the closer, more productive relationship we need to continue
creating with our education partners. There are several steps we can take in the near future to
better tap the resources of these outstanding institutions.
As an educator, I have been involved in efforts to expand academic advising programs
at Long Beach City College and took a leadership role in creating new student success
programs citywide. At a time of persistent unemployment and stagnating wages, those

programs in a variety of trades and seek partnerships with unions and alternative schools, and
increase awareness in existing state/federally funded programs. No one should be prevented
someone who can afford to take care of their family, is a role model to their children and is not

8) Red Tape to Results
If Long Beach is to thrive and grow, new economic activity, including development of real
estate, is essential. To support this critical part of our economic health, we must do all we can
to speed and streamline the development process. The Downtown Community Plan goes a
long way toward this by opening government and making the bureaucracy less esoteric; we
We must also continue efforts to reform our permitting and business licensing process. While
progress has been made, we have much more work to do to make this process more business
friendly. We need a top down customer service approach and must work with business owners
on creative solutions.

and fund it appropriately. As Mayor, I will also have a business ombudsman who will work to
facilitate new business development in Long Beach.
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